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Abstract


The purpose of this research was to know the pattern of correlation of the triad key C in C major that was generated by an acoustic guitar. This research was started with a recorded sound of an acoustic guitar in the key of C with the plucked technique. The research samples were recorded by using the software of SpectraPLUS 5.0. From the data it was taken samples of 5 periods. Then the data were analyzed using Matlab R2010 to obtain the spectrum in every sound signal. The sample was correlated by using Microsoft Office Excel 2013. The correlation result was then presented in a correlation graphics with the x-axis as a number of shift and y-axis as a correlation value. The correlation result showed harmony pattern on each triad in the scale of C major. Content of	the signal spectra, showed frequencies and amplitudes. The higher the number of similar frequency content of the two notes in a triad, the more comfortable the two notes were listened to. Amplitude in each harmonics affected the correlation value. The higher the amplitude the greater the correlation value. The lower the amplitude the smaller the correlation value. The number of data of cutted signal also affected the precision of position of the maximum of cross-correlation between two notes in a triad. The correlation concept can be used to prove the level of similarity between two signals in a triad.
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INTRODUCTION

Guitar is a wooden music instrument which some parts are of metal, and has six strings played with the fingers. Guitar is well-known in our society. We often see guitars played by people in some community. However, it seems that our society has not understood the importance of harmony yet.

Recent scientific studies related to harmony were limited to simple measurements. Thus, it is still possible to do a scientific study about it. Based on the previous reason, the researcher did a study about harmony through a scientific study. This research focused on harmony seen, from the point of views of frequency, amplitude, as well as correlation using Spectraplus 5.0, Matlab 2010 dan Microsoft Excel softwares.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Object

The sample of this research was the acoustic sound of classic guitar played in C key using fingers. The research sample was recorded by using SpectraPLUS 5.0 software.

The circle sign in the following is the position sign of left fingers: - thumb
- middle finger - ring finger
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Figure 1. Kord key of C which consists of note C (2, P) then the note E (4, Q) and note G (5, R)

The guitar key recorded was C key. Figure 1. shows the position of left fingers when pressing strings in each guitar fret.

Research Procedure

The signal of recording results was cut into five stages/period within time range of 0,4 - 0,45 seconds. The signals were analyzed to obtained the correlation pattern of sound signal in each triad in C major scale.

Data Analysis Technique

The signal analysis used Matlab R2010a., Spectra Plus 5.0. and Microsoft Office Excel 2013. To find the correlation, the data was collected from SpectraPLUS 5.0, by using Microsoft Office Excel 2013, and those samples were shifted in two periods. The result of the shift was multiplied with the preceding data and then was autosummed. Then, the researcher made a correlation graph based on the result of autosum. The axis of x shows the value of the shift, while the axis of y shows the correlation value.



RESULTAND DISCUSSION

In this research, there were seven keys being analyzed. However, this chapter will only presented the cross correlation result in C key. The peak resulted from the cross correlation showed maximum cross correlation result and that had the highest suitability between the two signals. From the spectrum graph, it can be inferred that the frequency information and also the
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amplitude occurred from each frequency. The picture of cross correlation result in C key was shown in Figure 2.
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Correlation key C between note C (2,P) and note E (4,Q)

Correlation key C between note C (2,P) and note G (5,R)

Correlation key C between note E (4,Q) and note G (5,R)
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Figure 2. Cross correlation in key C


Table 1. shows the frequency and amplitude of the constituent components.

Table 1. Frequency (Hz) dan amplitude (mV) of the spectrum of each string in the key of C

note C (2,P)

note E (4,Q)

note G (5,R)

frequency (Hz)

amplitude (mV)

frequency (Hz)

amplitude (mV)

frequency (Hz)

amplitude (mV)

264,6 529,2 793,8 1058 1328 1588 2117 2381 2646

1,648 1,195 0,8271 0,5465 0,2159 0,5871 0,2754 0,5395 0,3614

165,8 331,6 497,4 663,2 828,9 1326 1492 1658 1879

8,242 3,701 2,207 2,554 1,552 1,813 0,6446 0,28 0,1845

132,6 265,1 397,7 530,3 662,8 928 1060 1195 1591

5,433 3,322 2,902 1,512 0,686 0,3934 1,55 0,4981 0,2177
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Table 2. Number of shift (n), correlation value and frequency value (fp (Hz))

Table 2. number of shift (n), correlation value and frequency value (fp (Hz))

Cross correlation


Peak to-


Correlation value


Number of shift (n)

Frequency when the peak appears (fp (Hz))

Signal key C, note C (2,P) and note E (4,Q)


1


0,00321


33


1336,364


Signal key C, note C (2,P) and note G (5,R)

1

0,00743

42

1050


2

0,01140

84

525


3

0,02213

166

265,6627

Signal key C, note E (4,Q) and note G (5,R)


1


0,07639


66


668,1818




In Picture 2. there was one peak of blue graph. It showed that there was one same frequency in the cross correlation among C key signal, C note (2,P) and E note (4,Q), with the cross correlation value of 0,00321. The value showed the maximum correlation value and had the highest suitability among C key, C note (2,P) and E note (4,Q). The data in Table 1 showed some frequency components in each string before the analysis; and it can be seen in the table that there were some same frequencies, i.e. 1328 Hz and 1326 Hz, marked by red colour. The similarity of the frequency has been proved using cross correlation. In Table 1 and Table 2, there is a difference of the frequency value of the correlation result (fp) with the frequency value before the analysis. For example, the frequency value of 1328 Hz in C tone (2,P) and 1326 Hz in E tone (4,Q) with the frequency value of cross correlation (fp) of 1336,364 Hz. The difference of the frequency value was still in range of 0-10 Hz, thus was still tolerable [6]. This was caused by the signal cut when the analysis was not done in exactly 5 periods so the data needed was reduced and affected the maximum position of the cross correlation result among C key, C note (2,P) and E note (4,Q); it became inaccurate. Hence, the correlated frequency with the correlation result was not suitable. The signal amplitude value, whether big or small, also affected the cross correlation result. The effect of amplitude value can be seen on Figure 1., marked by red colour. There was a peak in Figure 3. The peak showed three similar frequencies in cross correlation among C key signal, C tone (2,P) and G tone (5,R). In blue column in Table 1, it can be seen that in three similar frequencies, the amplitude value in 264,6 Hz was higher than that of 529,2 Hz, with the amplitude of 1,195 mV. For that reason, the third peak was the one that has the maximum cross correlation and that has the highest suitability between C key signal (2,P) and G note signal (5,R).

Figure 1., marked by black colour, showed the cross correlation result of C key signal, E note (4,Q) and G note (5,R). The correlation in this peak was 0,07639. The correlation result of C key signal, E note (4,Q) and G note (5,R) was also not exact, there was a difference of frequency value before the analysis with the frequency value of the correlation result (fp). One of the causing factors was the signal cut when the analysis was done and the high and low
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amplitude of each frequency.

CONCLUSION

The correlation result showed harmonious pattern in each triad of C major scale.
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